Dr. Karl Herzfeld:

"Atomic Theory - Past and Present"

Noted Scientist Speaks In Albertus Magnus Lecture

by G. Hallam

"Atomic Theory Past and Present", the subject of a lecture by Dr. Karl Herzfeld of Catholic University is one of the most important subjects in the world today. Dr. Herzfeld, who has received the Mendel Medal from Villanova, the Angelo Secchi Award from Georgetown, and has the degrees of Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa from Loyola College of Baltimore 1932 and Marquette University 1933, covered the field of atomic theory from its first beginnings in ancient Greece to the present day advanced experiments.

Mr. Teichman Guest Speaker
At Second Literary Guild Lecture

by W. Moran

"Many of the books of the Bible are equal in artistry to the works of Homer, Shakespeare, and Milton," said Mr. Milton Teichman, guest speaker at the second lecture in the series sponsored by the Literary Guild. On Thursday about 65 students heard Mr. Teichman discuss the story of Joseph and his brothers from a purely literary point of view.

Mr. Teichman pointed out that although the story was intended primarily as a religious work, it is an entertaining and creative work of art in the secular world. He showed that it is true literature; that it transcends the limits of time.

The following is a summary of Mr. Teichman's talk.

The story of Joseph deals with the adventures of a boy sold into slavery by his jealous brothers and his rise to the second most powerful position in Egypt. The plot is very interesting. Throughout the entire narrative suspense is generated. We anticipate the emotional reactions of Joseph and the other characters. The personal conflict between the characters also helps to hold our interest.

Though the plot is excellent, we would not enjoy reading the story repeatedly if the style was not equally great. The author makes very good use of suggestion. He does not give detailed descriptions of the characters or their emotional responses. This style is quite unlike that of the Greeks, Homer, writing at approximately the same time, gives every detail; he leaves nothing to the imagination.

It is this absence of detail that gives a story universality. An author always runs the risk of becoming sentimental when he relates each character's emotional response in detail. The biblical author allows the reader to expand his own imagination to the limits of the story.
Editor: James Moloney
Copy Editor: Gary Smith
Asst. Editor: George Ballon
Adviser: Br. Cornelius Russell

Dear Editor,

In my opinion the first sentence of your last editorial, "The Record is not only a medium of communication by which news and opinions of the editor may be transmitted," is a bit over-reaching. What else is The Record? I begin this little critique by asking why does a student decide to write an editorial? Does it mean that I am going through a long list of grammatical mistakes found in our paper because this might take up too many columns. This would indeed be a great catastrophe since it would mean the elimination of such things as the editor's columns which can be considered a financial "bore" for the Marist College Student Council. This play was not even a Marist College production. Is someone planning to Vassar College?

2. "A Sports joke" which includes such random thoughts as "when days are better than Mickey Mantle", but even better, "Pounces out, Vikings In...", I believe this is the first time the men of the College have seen the last statement in print. It might have been a good idea if The Record would have been aware of the official Student Council action that I compliment Mr. Fogarty's column. It is a step in the right direction rather than change its foundation. If this would have been done, maybe a little article might have been included about this grave matter of changing the athletic teams' names.

I also failed to see an article concerning "one of", and I quote a faculty member, "the largest campus function of the school year. Last year's Record had saw and posted articles about this most successful, best attended function.

The students of the College have not given the Record the credit it deserves. I have not referred to these observations as material for mere criticism, rather with a request that they be printed. The Record is a large in its present form for bigger and better editions, and even those weekly editions be that they will be a step in the right direction. The Record is a name that is too thorned. I thought he handled it right. The courts made the decision and the law of the land. He had shown that is not enough to enforce the law or else let the people enforce the law, which is against our whole tradition as a nation. People that create the rules. I think the appearance of not appreciating fully what is being done for him. Henry Bernard. The choice was forced upon the President, but he acted too late. He did not take the initiative and this is why the situation got out of hand. James O'Neill - More emphasis should be placed upon the moral sense. It is true that denying an amendment by the Legality of the laws.

Sincerely yours,

Vincent Varrizzo

In the letter above Mr. Varrizzo asked a question. The other might be unanswered. What question when asked at the meeting of the Student Council, "What is the moral basis upon which the College is to be operated?" Mr. Varrizzo replied that he might not, but that he would not promise anything. This is the attitude which is so instrumental to the functioning of not only the newspaper, but also of many other campus activities.
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Princeton Prof. To Speak on "Living Clocks"

By A. Sapp

John Sullivan - What I would like to see most in a student union is a place where we have to play now is a better place.

John Cullinan - We need some recreational facilities, like a pool and a student union. Our students should be there.

B. - "The student parking lot should be bigger or else set up so that you don't have to park so far away.

Walter Bauser - We need a student union. The cafeteria should be for eating.

Don Fogarty - There should be expanded recreational facilities for both day and dorm students. A student union and more activities are what I would like to see.

Peter Hanley - I'd like to see a student union with a snack bar so that you can go to a place and get to eat.

Questions - Did the President handle the Meredith case well?

John Rolfe - It didn't. In the first place it was not the President, but his brother who handled it. He did not use much discretion in settling the dispute. Anyway Meredith was backed by the NAACP and responsible for inciting the riot. The Administration should have shown more tact and finesse.

Joe Caccavia, student of the College, has not been referred to the Record. The decision of the bahavioral sciences is that we will be available to all students. There was a cautious approach of the physical condition of many of the night school exhibitors, and it was agreed they needed the use of the athletic facilities more than the day students.

C. Cultural Program -- $300.00

A cultural film program was proposed with a committee nominated to recommend films of merit. When the schedule is drawn, it will be posted on the bulletin board and additional notices together with comment will appear in this column in the week prior to scheduling. All students, their wives and friends, will be admitted without admission charge, and as long as seats are available, the general public is also welcome.

One of the unfortunate aspects of the Evening Division is the apparent lack of class or college spirit. This is understandable, considering normal business and family interests, coupled with the evening college program. On this, the comments may not be made that some people, no matter how busy they are, can find time to add something to their NOCTURNE

This is the first appearance of what henceforth will be a regular column in this paper. It purports to list any event included in the forthcoming ten weeks which may be of interest to the entire student body, but which will particularly interest members of the Evening Division. Comments and reports on these events are welcome. Submitted articles and news items will be published if they are suitable for inclusion.

On October 18th, a meeting of the Evening Division Student Council was held, and the following officers were re-elected and elected:

Chairman: William Pflieger
Vice-Chairman: John Gollagher
Recording Secretary: Arthur Buss
Treasurer: Charles Nemoich

Brother Cornelius, sitting with the Council's moderator and faculty representative, addressed the Council on matters of importance in college law and the student body. After deliberation, the Council decided on the following commitments from the Evening Division treasury:

A. The Record -- $300.00
B. The New Rookhouse -- $500.00

Mr. Thorninghouse, who has the sum of $500.00, was to be used by the evening classes for their social programs, such as dances, films, poetry and guest lecturers. The regulations of the board of trustees stipulate that the money will be available to all students. Evening Division has been included in the regulations. If the students should object to this money being used for athletic activities, the Board of Trustees has said that they will be needed by the Athletic Division.

D. The Glee Club Invites New Membership

by J. Marketter

Where are the officers of the Marist College? We have been asking this question for two years and still have not found an answer. Are the only music class at the extracurricular event? or the sports event? is the answer to this question.

Pete Hanley would like to see a student union with a snack bar so that students could go to a place and get to eat.

The Marist College Glee Club invites new members, even if only those who are not planning to join the group. We know there must be more than 50 people who like music and are interested in the Glee Club. But there is no need to worry about the Reproduction of this column.

NOTICE

New Members of the Marist College Glee Club are invited to join. The group meet every Friday at 5 p.m. in the Glee Club room. Any student interested in singing is encouraged to join.

The Recorder

Princeton Prof. To Speak on "Living Clocks"

By A. Sapp

D. 1, 1962

Princeton, N. J., 12th December, Mr. Pittendrigh, Professor of Biology at Princeton University, will speak on the subject "Living Clocks." The lecture will be held at 8:30 P. M., in the college gymnasium. The public is invited to attend. Aside from his research interest in biological clocks, Mr. Pittendrigh has made important contributions in the areas of molecular biology, evolutionary biology, and systematics. He is also a co-author of the standard introductory biology text, "Principles of Biology."
Princeton Prof. to Speak as "Living Clocks"

By A. Sapp

Dec. 12, 1962

Department Chair, Dr. Colin "Pittsburgh, Professor of Biology at Princeton University will speak on the subject "Living Clocks". The lecture will be held at 8:30 p.m. in the college gymnasium. The public is invited to attend. Aside from his research interest in biological clocks, Mr. Pittsburgh has made important contributions in the areas of meteorology, evolutionary biology and space biology. He is also a co-author with O.G. Simmons of a standard introductory biology textbook.

Glee Club Invites New Memberships

By J. Market

The Glee Club and Marist College will be inviting new memberships this week. The Glee Club has been active in the past few years and has shown good attendance in the past. The Marist College has also been active in the past and has shown good attendance. The Glee Club has invited new members to join the club and the Marist College has invited new members to join the club.

NOCTURNE

This is the first appearance of what is to become a regular column in this paper. It is hoped that this column will be of interest to the entire student body, mass and all who will particularly interest members of the Evening Division. Comments and questions are welcome. Submitted articles can be submitted by the student representative.

The meeting on October 17th, a meeting of the Evening Division Student Council was held, and the following officers were nominated and elected:

Chairman: William Filomena
Vice-Chairman: John Gallagher
Recording Secretary: Arthur Butts
Treasurer: Charles Newman
Secretary: William Carson
Vice-Secretary: John Gallagher

A new booth will be set up in the Student Union to house the Evening Division and to provide a central location for all students.

Booster Club Plans "Winter Fantasy Dec. 8"

Saturday, December 8th, the Booster Club will present its annual "Winter Fantasy" event. The event will feature music from the Winter dance, a cocktail hour, and a buffet dinner. The event will be held in the college gymnasium.

A new red roses will be presented to the girl chosen as "Queen of the Winter Fantasy".

Booster President Jim Pirro says, "I hope that 120 or more couples will attend. We expect to have the "Winter Fantasy" to be the most successful event of the 1962 Fall season."

Air Force Recruiter to visit Campus Dec. 8

Sgt. Daniel D. Orlidge, Air Force Recruiter, Post Office Building, Poughkeepsie, announced today that the Air Force Officer Selection Team will be visiting the college at 10:30 A.M. on Thursday, December 6th. Sgt. Orlidge stated that college seniors may apply for Officer Training School of the Air Force and be considered for acceptance after graduation in 1963. Through the Officer's Training School, a graduate will be commissioned in the Air Force and then go directly into the Air Force as an officer. On December 6th the Air Force will utilize the college in the selection of new officers.

Sgt. Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlidge, Orlide
Parents Day

On Sunday, November 4th, the third annual Parents Day at Marist College was held. It was organized by the freshman class under the direction of Denver Verroco and John Christie, co-chairs of the program. The purpose of Parents Day was to give parents of freshmen an understanding of the campus and functions of the college.

The day commenced with a Mass for freshmen and their parents in Our Lady Seat of Wisdom Chapel at ten o'clock. Due to the large number of persons attending the Mass, all other resident students were required to attend a later Mass at eleven o'clock. The Mass was for the first time presided over by Father Driscoll, who afterwards addressed the freshmen and parents on the care of their sons to the faculty and guests.

From page 1, a cover story about crystals and this led to the theory of elasticity. There was a consequential take on the regularity of crystals and also the regularity of molecular structure.

Dolan is responsible for the growth of the theories in chemistry with constant relationship being shown in comparison.

For a while there was a hall in the development because of philosophical views of positivism which was discovered and also the electromagnetic theory was now coming into college.

Faraday had the main theory of chemistry at this time. The next important step was the development of dyes. The arrangement in the atom and how many different compounds could exist, by the assistant Frankel.

Dale, who wrote about atoms and they felt that the atom could now be charged and possess more energy than it before uncharged. However, there is still a non-acceptable on the part of some people such as the philosophers who were no scientists.

With the movement into new territories, new questions faced and still do face today. There are artifacts divisible? Some scientists insist that is. The answer is, of course, the means you use. Another important problem is, what is the force field which exists in the empty space of the atom? This question has not been answered conclusively, but depends on definition of terms.

The final section in this book is modern era with more knowledge of atomic theory but we have more unanswered questions.

Marist Conducts Debate Tournament

by T. Trolleyn

Regis High School of New York City defeated Marist College in the Second Annual Marist College Inter-Collegiate Tournament on November 15th.

The tournament was the resolution that "The United States does not engage in a war trade with Communist nations." Religious and Masonic slaymen from the représented schools served as judges. The moderators were members of the freshman class.

Of the 11 schools represented, the Regis team, coached by the Rev. Vincent Cooke, S.J., compiled the low score of 66 points, suffering only one loss in six decisions. Second place point total was 93 points and the tournament was the first in a series of debates.

The second half of the tournament was attended by Tom Finocchiaro when he scored over 10 points in his debate. During this period the ball was much reflected by Marist, 7 times by Tom Trojnochowski. Not enough to give the game that isn't made clear by the box score except it was never a class game and lets do it again.

The evening of November 20th saw the Marist quintet open its season before an overflow crowd. All the spectators were treated to a show of power as the home cagers rolled over Rockland 69-45.

For the making of the first half the game was a zip and tick def. During this period the lead changed nine times. As intermission came Marist was on top by a slim 28-25 margin.

When the final period opened the invaders were up by a point. This time Finocchiaro began to press as well as halfback which accounted for his third straight point to bring a big lead. Rockland never gave chase and at one point led by as many as 24 points.

Facing the onslaught was Capt. Fred Webels with 18 points and 15 rebounds. Behind Webels in the scoring time was Tom Finocchiaro with 14, Don O’Brien with 13 and Jim Clancy with 10. The last one, Clancy, rose from the bench to score his points. Tom Trojnochowski is in it as well with 3 points. Rounding out the scoring team was Dave Flynn with 4 and Jim Dailey with 2.

Tuesday night, November 27th, saw the Marist basketball team engage in their first of the fall season of the Marist-Red Foxes experience in the Coliseum. Playing host to the Red Foxes was Marist College and had a full house of 25,000.

After the first nine minutes of play, the Red Foxes led 15-11, never again was it close. At this point the game was 30-14, and started a quick pull away. Finally when half time came the Marist and Red Foxes club trailed by 6 points, 45-38.

The second half attack was led by Tom Finocchiaro when he scored over 10 points in his debate. During this period the ball was much reflected by Marist, 7 times by Tom Trojnochowski. Not enough to give the game that isn't made clear by the box score except it was never a class game and lets do it again.

More than two Marist for fed Jem Clancy scores against Berkshire Christian.

Fred Webels was the high scorer for the home team with 18 points. Tom Finocchiaro collected 13 markers. Denny O’Brien carded 13 points. Big John Ouellet cashed in with 10 points. Dave Flynn pushed through 10 points.

Wade started the same five men as he did in the first game of the year, Wade, O’Brien, Finocchiaro, Flynn and Tropiano.

With the contest ten minutes old he began substituting. The game was as fast as in the first two tilts, very solid. Tom Tropiano, one of the top scorers on last year's team has been serving as the playmaker for the club and his defense has helped hold down the opposition's total. Denny O'Brien has been outstanding on defense also and his outside shooting has made him one of the top threats on the club.

Wade's charged off 24-24 at the half and returned after the intermission to push up 24 points to the bigger Knight's roll of 53.

The depth of the inbound was shown in the second half as John Ouellet came off the bench and tallied five field goals. The Marist team of today, Dick Dwyer also came on to make a scoring. "Offi-" Clark Dwyer, a veteran member of the club, played most of the second stanza and made him one of the top forwards. First Laforge and Wally Barfonowicz made great inroads into the game and contributed to the fine all-round team effort.

The Marist team saw action in the game and also scored. With the showings this year, both the freshmen and pros are very good for a very successful season. The bench players will be needed high spirit that follows the team both point toward this.

Tom Wade has done a fine job with some excellent players.
The college and that each student must sacrifice his time, and study what is necessary for his success, though it may mean some suffering on his part. The next year a continental breakfast of coffee and buns was served in the gymnasium.

Following the breakfast, families of the freshmen were permitted to tour the entire campus.

At 3:30 P.M., in the gymnasium, two of the faculty were introduced to the parents by Walter H. Isringhaus, President of the Student Council. They were Mr. Paul Stokes, dean, who welcomed parents to Marist and Dr. Linus Foy, president of the college. Brother Linus gave a concise history of Marist from its beginning in 1948 to its present status. Discussion was the rapid growth of the college in the last two years. Also concerned with Brother Linus’s speech was the role of each person, student as an integral part of the student enrollment. He said that each person must have the right to believe, to succeed or fail that he may en- courage and help them to stay on the worth goal of a college degree.

Following Brother Paul and Brother Linus had spoken, an entertainment program began. It was entitled "This is Your Talents" and was presented by the students. As the name of the program implies, its purpose was to display the accomplishments of their students in presenting their musical and vocal talents. Preparation of the scholastic and stage play for the drama program was done by the student brothers. The entertainment began with the sing- ing of the Marist song by the Glee Club, under the direction of Mr. Carmon, and was followed by Alexander Rosen, who later sang a piano solo. Following this selection was a solo by accompanist Dering Tanzer, assisted by David Weber playing the drums. Vincent Furlong on bass fiddle. Then came the "New Testament Trios of Lawrence Plac- kett, Frank Nielson and Mr. Mitchell Man- sfield. Joe Mitchell later sang some poetry which he had composed himself.

Following a ten-minute intermission Marist College’s own "Dance of "Dance," Denisse Fennel, sang with a six-piece band. "Aria" a song that was difficult to define what the song meant. Another important problem was that the Dorsey forcefield which exists in the empty space of atomic orbitals has not been conclusively defined, but depends on definition of terms. The final answer then required in an era like modern world with more knowledge of atomic theory but there are more unanswered questions.

Marist Conduits: Debate Tournament

T. Trelane

Regie School High School of New York City won the debate tournament, the Second Annual Marist College In- dependent School Tournament at the college on November 15th.

The topic for the debate was the resolution that "the United States should not enter trade with non-Communist nations." Religious Laymen from the re- presented schools served as judges. The moderators were members of the freshman class.

Of the 13 schools represented, the Regie team, coached by the Rev. Vincent Cooke, S.J., completed the low total of 0 points, suffering from one loss in six decisions. Second place position was taken by St. John’s Prep which had scored 5-1, 1-3, 3 points. With this loss St. John’s Prep was broken on the basis of 0-0-1. Each had averaged 6.7 points and had identical 5-1-1 records, except that the third-place trophy was awarded to St. John’s.

The first place trophy was awarded to Father Carmon’s victorious team, R. M. Man Jones, J. W. Wilson, and D. P. Tanzer, said the applause of all participants. From this enthusiasm and the obvious amount of research that went into each argument, it was evident that the debate was a success. It should continue and seek those who might come many years to this time.

From p. 1 narrative in many places. By doing this there are potential errors because each reader adds only enough clues to make the scene dramatic in his own mind. The characters measure up to one another and come the first half of the game is a zip and tuck affair. During this period the lead changed hands eight times. An inter- mission came Marist was on top by a slim 28-25 margin. When the final period opened the invaders had the edge of 7 points. This Fobes began to press as will as hall- way which accounted for their third spurt into a big lead. Rockford never gave chase and at one point fell behind by 26 points.

Facing the onslaught was Captain Fred Welsie with 18 points and 10 re- bounds. Behind Welsie in the scoring time was Tom Foseman with 14, Dan O’Brien with 13 and Jim Clancy with 10. The last one, Clancy, rose from the bench to score his points. Tom Trojnowski put it in an additional 9 points. Round out the scoring team were Dave Flynn with 6 and Jim Daley with 2.

Tuesday night, November 27th saw the Marist team lose its first game since an opening night victory. All the spectators were treated to a show of power as the home cagers rolled over Rockford 69-44.

For the making of the Marist team, the first half of the game was a zip and tuck affair. During this period the lead changed hands eight times. An inter- mission came Marist was on top by a slim 28-25 margin. When the final period opened the invaders had the edge of 7 points. This Trojnowski put it in an additional 9 points. Round out the scoring team were Dave Flynn with 6 and Jim Daley with 2.
THE RECORD

December 3, 1963

Shelton | F. G. | F. T. | Pts.
--------|------|------|------
Anderson | 8    | 7    | 23   |
Fredericks | 4    | 4    | 12   |
Robison | 7    | 4    | 18   |
Zimmerman | 2    | 2    | 5    |
McCabe | 1    | 0    | 2    |
Heldorn | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Yorhell | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Nichols | 0    | 0    | 0    |

Marist | 22   | 17   | 61   |

Rockland | F. G. | F. T. | Pts.
----------|------|------|------
Conklin | 5    | 2    | 13   |
Cioco | 2    | 0    | 4    |
Mortin | 3    | 1    | 7    |
Dondere | 5    | 0    | 10   |
Shuttle | 3    | 2    | 8    |
Lynn | 1    | 0    | 2    |
Dune | 3    | 2    | 8    |
Bremen | 1    | 1    | 3    |
Peimmon | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Kay | 0    | 0    | 0    |
O'Donoghue | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Meunien | 0    | 0    | 0    |

Berkshire | F. G. | F. T. | Pts.
----------|------|------|------
Amnott | 1    | 2    | 4    |
Ayer | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Barton | 0    | 3    | 3    |
Biron | 4    | 0    | 8    |
Bradley | 4    | 2    | 10   |
Denius | 1    | 4    | 6    |
Koosy | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Osbourne | 3    | 0    | 6    |
Ruton | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Thurston | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Walker | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Weymouth | 3    | 0    | 6    |
Wood | 0    | 0    | 0    |

Marist | 16   | 11   | 43   |

Finucane | 10   | 1    | 21   |
O'Brien | 6    | 3    | 15   |
Weiss | 7    | 0    | 14   |
Trojanowski | 0    | 4    | 10   |
Flynn | 3    | 2    | 8    |
Clancy | 3    | 3    | 13   |
Barisonck | 0    | 0    | 0    |
Ouellet | 0    | 2    | 2    |


Sailors Play Host in First Regatta Nov. 17

On Saturday November 17th Marist College hosted their first sailing regatta. The races commenced at 10:30 A.M., and the participants were Fordham University, Iona College and Marist College. The results were measured in points with Iona holding top position with 29 points, Fordham second with 15 points and Marist third with 14 points. One point is given for every boat you surpass and 1/4 point for winning.

Two different courses were followed. First was the windward-leeward; then the triangular course.

The windward-leeward encompassed going from the starting line to just one mark in the triangular pattern and back to the starting line, which is then the determined finished line. The triangular course is a course in which all three buoys are rounded in a triangular pattern and returning to the starting point.

The Marist results are as follows:

One first place by Tracy Flanagan, John Benjamin and crew.
One second place by John Brown and Mark Scott.
Two third places by Ed Krisalr, Vincent Amodeo and Jim Scott.

Three DNF's (did not finish). With these DNF's Marist lost second place only by one point. The only first place (by Tracy Flanagan) was evident early in the race when Tracy Flanagan took a commanding lead and gradually lengthened it.

The Marist Sailing Association is looking forward to again acting as host on December 1st in a Sailing Regatta against Iona, Fordham, Columbia, Cooper Union and RPI.

Sports Spot
by T. Macken & J. Dworak

At this writing the hoop team has made only one appearance and we can look to the team as improving with time as was shown in the initial outing last week. We certainly hope that no one left after the first half because it was like two different teams. The club worked together much better in the second half but the lack of scrimmages before the opening game looked to be a definite handicap in the first half of the encounter. Someone once said that the best defense was a good offense, well in the case of the Foxes it seems quite different. On defense the club leaves little to be desired. But their offensive punch seemed to be lacking in the first half of the tilt. We think that the work of Tom Finucane and Denny O'Brien will soon be changing this and combined with the veteran scoring threat of Fred Weiss could furnish the needed scoring drive.

The Marist matmen opened with what, in the opinion of your two scribes, was a very impressive showing. For the handicaps that the team had to put up with they deserve a great deal of credit. A much more experienced Rockland team had difficulty in gaining its 23-15 win. For many members of the Marist swaud it was their first taste of the mat sport.

The weightlifters have expressed hope that the college will soon have the complete facilities to conduct a full program. The team has a tentative meet against the Arlington Barbell Club, a local organization.

We notice that the ball is really rolling toward the ground breaking for the new boathouse. A model of the structure has been on display in the school and reaction to the building is very favorable. We hope that by the time the crew begins its spring workout, work will be under way.

Rumor has it that Bill Lenahan, former Marist student, will be moving into a top position with the Roosevelt High School football team next fall. Bill had been assisting Ed Donohue at Lourdes, with their highly successful gridiron program this year.

Fred Weiss and John Romeo have undertaken the highly enviable job of organizing the intramural basketball program. The program is under the sponsorship of the Varsity Club. As plans have it, the slate begins on the 4th of this month.

Random Thoughts:
Who won intramural football? Kudos to ex-cager Ron Franks on his engagement... Nobody asked us, but it's a shame that Green Bay will go out with a 13-1 record this year... Your noted authors seem to be opposed on the fate of the New York Giants when they meet the Packers in the final gridiron contest of the year... What notorious campus faction has organized a loaded IM hoop team.